
I.H v Shannon Rovers 2012 

Shannon Rovers fight back to earn draw       

  
Newport 3-11  Shannon Rovers 2-14 

  
Shannon Rovers came from four points down in the closing minutes to record a second consecutive draw in the North 
Tipperary Intermediate Hurling Championship against Newport on Sunday afternoon.  

   The lakeside club will be the happier with this result as with just two minutes of normal time remaining they looked 
as if they were going to suffer their first defeat of the championship. Centre forward George Hannigan was pivotal in 
the closing minutes, scoring a fantastic goal and winning a free for Danny Burke to convert to earn the point.  
   Both sides traded scores throughout and were level at the break also. Conditions facilitated a fast and free flowing 
game that kept both sets of supporters entertained for the sixty minutes.  
   It was Rovers who started the brightest and they   enjoyed much of the early possession. Alan Hannigan, who will 
depart for America later this week, opened the with a fantastic long range free from his own 45’. Newport didn’t have 
to wait long for their opening score in the fourth minute from the stick of Christy Doyle as he pulled hard along the 
ground and rattled the Rovers net.  
   Rovers replied quickly with Tom Hogan winning the puckout and dashing up field to try his luck with a speculative 
shot from an acute angle. His shot was forced wide by Newport goalkeeper Michael Flannery and it was Alan 
Hannigan who pointed the resulting 65’.  
   Despite having conceded the early goal, Rovers still managed to stick to their task and won a lot of ball in midfield 
and the half forward line. Indeed the genesis of Rovers first goal came from pressure   being applied in the half 
forward line. Enda Hogan, who had ventured forward to the opposition 45’, was tackled late. The free was taken 
where the ball landed allowing Alan Hogan the chance to go for goal and he did just that with a powerful shot that 
evaded all on the line.  
   Three points from the impressive George Hannigan and two from Danny Burke (1 free), left the men in red and white 
leading by 1-8 to 1-4 with only four minutes of the half left.  
   A Vinny Moloney point got Newport back on track and in the last minute of normal time, Conor O’Mahony struck the 
free from the right corner, Rovers failed to make a sufficient clearance and the ball fell to Christy Doyle, who beat 
Rovers keeper Paddy Heenan with   a low shot along the surface. All square at 1-8 to 2-5 at the interval.  
   One of the key tussles in the opening period had been between the two county men George Hannigan and Conor 
O’Mahony. O’Mahony marshalled his man well in the opening minutes of the second half, having conceded three 
points in the first. Indeed it was the big centre back that opened his sides account with a well taken free in the 32nd 
minute. O’Mahony was successful with two 65’s in the opening half, but sent his first effort from that   distance wide in 
the 34th minute.  
   Newport also had good defensive performances from Odhran Floyd, Aidan Ryan and Brian O’Sullivan. Rovers hit 
back through Danny Burke, who pointed well with a fantastic shot over his right shoulder on the 45’. Christy Doyle was 
next to point for Newport, he rifled over a powerful shot which went just inches over the bar.  
   O’Mahony added another point from a 65’ in the 40th minute. Rovers   tacked on another point to keep them in 
touch with Danny Burke passing an intelligent ball across the field to Alan Hogan, who in turn hand passed to Tom 
Hogan for the score. That was one of the best pieces of attacking play exhibited by Rovers in the second half. That 
element of fluidity disappeared from their game for most of the final quarter, as Newport enjoyed plenty of possession 
and a racked up some vital scores. In the 49th minute Aidan Moloney pointed for Newport and   this was followed 
moments later by a Christy Doyle goal.  
   Danny Burke and Alan Hannigan kept the Rovers in contention with a free apiece, but with two minutes left on the 
clock they trailed 3-11 to 1-13. A four-point lead at such a late stage would normally secure a victory, but George 
Hannigan had other ideas and his late heroics clinched a second draw for his side. It started with a free from Alan 
Hannigan which dropped directly on top of George,   who pulled first-time to the back of the net.  
   Having scored from a superb double, a skill which is sadly rare in the modern game, it would have been unfortunate 
to see Hannigan end up on the losing side. As it was he went on to win a scorable free for Danny Burke to fire over. 
Newport had a last minute chance to grab the win, but Conor O’Mahony’s free went narrowly wide. After a good 
spirited and exciting game, a draw seemed a fair result.  

Team:  Michael Flannery, Kieran O'Sullivan, Aidan Ryan, David Hickey, Odhran Floyd, Conor O'Mahony (0-3), 
Andrew Hickey, Vinny Moloney (0-1), Brian O'Sullivan, Martin Carey, Michael Ryan, Peter O'Sullivan (0-2) , Aidan 
Moloney(0-1), Eoin Shinners (0-2), Christy Doyle (3-1). 

Subs:  Tom Smalle and Mike Coffey (blood sub) 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Eoin Shinners and Peter O'Sullivan tussle for possession 

with a Shannon Rovers defender 
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